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watch 02:56 doctor strange in the multiverse o madness the loop do you like this video? play sound this article is
about the real-world reference book. you may be
looking for the in-universe book.
the essential guide to alien species attribution information
author(s) ann margaret lewis illustrator(s) r. k. post
publication information publisher del rey publication date
april 3, 2001[1] type paperback pages 176 dimensions
8.5 x 0.5 x 10.8 inches weight 1.4 pounds isbn
0345442202 series star wars: essential guides [source]
the essential guide to alien species is a reference book
released by del rey in 2001, written by ann margaret
lewis, and illustrated by r. k. post. it covers 140 species in
detail and an additional 25 in a section in the back of the
book. the book comes with a handy chart with the planets
and their constituent species, a pronunciation guide, and
a timeline detailing events from 3,000,000 bby to 30 aby.
like the new essential chronology and galactic phrase
book & travel guide, this book "exists" also as an inuniverse publication, written by mammon hoole.
contents
1 from the publisher
2 media
2.1 editions
2.2 cover gallery
3 species covered in this book
3.1 appendices
4 appearances
5 notes and references
6 external links
from the publisher[]
an astonishing testament to the power of human
imagination, the star wars epic has become perhaps the
most captivating myth of modern times. now comes the
first detailed look at more than 150 of the most fascinating
alien species that inhabit this vast galaxy. who these
creatures are, how others see them, how they evolved,
where they can be found...it's all here—thoroughly
researched, brilliantly illustrated, packed with surprising
facts, and featuring an exclusive pronunciation guide to
the names of the key star wars species.
discover the only alien species that can make the
savage tusken raiders run for cover
learn why the hutts think they are gods—and why
their infants spend the first fifty years in the dark
compare the tracking skills of the ewok hunters,
the legendary wookiees, and the secretive
shistavanen wolfmen
explore the powerful bond between the
amphibious gungan and the fiercely loyal kaadu
from jawas, slashrats, and space slugs, to weequay,
dugs, and gank killers—get the lowdown on the intriguing
denizens in the star wars universe
media[] editions[]
isbn 0345442202; april 3, 2001; del rey; us
paperback[1]
isbn 0345442202; 2001; del rey; us paperback
(37320)[2]
isbn 8324109277; amber, 192-page polish
paperback
isbn 5-5-94946-183-5; 2005, ?????-????????,
240-page russian hardcover
cover gallery[] polish - ilustrowany przewodnik po rasach
obcych istot wrzech?wiata gwiezdnych wojenrussian ???????????????? ????????????. ???????? ?????. ???? ?
???????? species covered in this book[]

amanin (amanaman)
anzati
aqualish
arachnor
arcona
arkanian
askajian
assembler (kud'ar mub'at)
bantha
barabel
bimm (furred)
bimm (near-human)
bith
blood carver
bothan
caamasi
chadra-fan
chevin
chiss
codru-ji
coway
crast
devaronian (devish)
dewback
dianoga
dinko
drall
dressellian
droch
drovian
dug
duros
elom
elomin
donatellinsar r'a pereriansa (first
mentioned)
energy spider
ewok
exogorth
falleen
fia
firrerreo
gamorrean
gand
gank
givin
gotal
gran
gundark
gungan
hawk-bat
h'nemthe
ho'din
howlrunner
hssiss (dark side dragon)
hutt
ishi tib
ithorian
ixll
jawa
jenet
kamarian
khommite
kitonak
klatooinian
kowakian monkey-lizard
krayt dragon
kubaz
kurtzen
lorrdian
massassi
melodie
mimbanite
mon calamari
mrlssi
myneyrsh
mynock
neek
neimoidian
nerf
neti (ryyk)
nikto
noghri
ortolan
oswaft
pa'lowick
phindian
pho ph'eahian
piranha-beetle
priapulin
psadan
pterosaur
purella
pydyrian
qom jha and qom qae
quarren
ranat
rancor
rishii
rodian
ronto
ruurian
sarlacc
selonian
shi'ido
shistavanen
slashrat
sluissi
ssi-ruu
sullustan
talz
tauntaun
taurill
thernbee
tin-tin dwarf (tintinna)
t'landa til
togorian
togruta
toka (sharu)
toydarian
trandoshan
trianii
tsil (spook crystals/smokies)
tusken raider
twi'lek
tynnan
ugnaught
umgullian blob
verpine
vor
vornskr
vratix
wampa
weequay
whiphid
womp rat
wookiee
yaka
yarkora
yevetha
ysalamiri
yuuzhan vong
amphistaff
coralskipper
dovin basal
gnullith
ooglith cloaker
ooglith masquer
yammosk
yuzzem
yuzzum
zeltron
appendices[] explore all of wookieepedia's images for
this article subject.
the essential guide to alien species contained three
appendices: a prononciation guide, a group of short
entries on additional species (listed below), and a list of
the different homeworlds mentioned.
annoo-dat
ball creature of duroon
bogey
bordok
defel/wraith
dragonsnake
dulok
fosh
gorax
hanadak
hoojib
iskalonian
krish
lahsbee/huhk
marauder
nagai
nek (cyborrean battle dog)
nimbanel
ryn
snogar
swamp slug
tof
vodran
wandrella
whaladon
appearances[] by type characters creatures droid
models events locations organizations and titles sentient
species vehicles and vessels weapons and technology
miscellanea

characters
arno
jiprin kosh
charza kwinn
leonie
trista orlanis
donatellinsar r'a pereriansa (first mentioned)
kylie renoren (first mentioned)
tonaa rikstnns (first mentioned)
unidentified kurtzen shaman (first mentioned)
denn walc (first mentioned)
kimar walc (first mentioned)

creatures
mynock

locations
ghostling nest of the assembler
sluis van shipyards

organizations and titles
corporate sector authority

sentient species
kamarian

notes and references[]
1. ? 1.0 1.1 the essential guide to alien species (star
wars) on amazon.com (backup link)
2. ? the essential guide to alien species, 37320
edition
external links[]
star wars: the essential guide to alien species in
the starwars.com cargo bay (content now
obsolete; backup link)
the essential guide to alien species (star wars) on
amazon.com (backup link)
star wars: essential guides first generation (1995–2001)
characters · vehicles and vessels · weapons and
technology · planets and moons
droids · chronology · alien species · episode i (canceled)
second generation (2002–2006) new characters · new
vehicles and vessels · new weapons and technology
new chronology · new droids · new alien species third
generation (2007–2012) the force · atlas · warfare ·
reader's companion · characters (canceled) [edit] in other
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deutsch
español
français
nederlands
polski
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?????? / srpski
categories
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cancel save community content is available under cc-bysa unless otherwise noted. advertisement fan feed more
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about ann margaret lewis ann margaret lewis 24 followers
ann margaret lewis began her writing career writing tie-in
children’s books and short stories for dc comics. she
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then published two editions of star wars: the new
essential guide to alien species for delrey/random house.
moving from licensed publishing, ann began writing
science fiction/fantasy, historical fiction, and sherlock
holmes mysteries. her first book, murder in the vatican:
the church my ann margaret lewis began her writing
career writing tie-in children’s books and short stories for
dc comics. she then published two editions of star wars:
the new essential guide to alien species for
delrey/random house. moving from licensed publishing,
ann began writing science fiction/fantasy, historical fiction,
and sherlock holmes mysteries. her first book, murder in
the vatican: the church mysteries of sherlock holmes was
the independent book publisher’s award winner for 2010
and a finalist for the catholic arts and letters award. she
followed that with another sherlock holmes novel entitled
the watson chronicles: a sherlock holmes novel in stories.
her latest book, warrior of the kizan, is a space opera.
and her work has appeared in the anthologies to be men
(2019) and luna (release 2020). ...more other books in the
series star wars: essential guides (1 - 10 of 17 books)

books by ann margaret lewis more… news &
interviewsrecent 4-star historical fiction to read now
there’s no time like the present, we’re told. and this is
true, but dedicated readers of historical fiction are hip to
the fact that are many...read more...22 likes · 5 comments
trivia about star wars: the e... no trivia or quizzes yet. add
some now »

the essential guide to alien species |
wookieepedia | fandom
watch 02:56 doctor strange in the multiverse o madness the loop do you like this video? play sound this article is
about the in-universe book. you may be looking for the
real-world reference book.
the essential guide to alien species was a book written
by a ghost writer based on data collected by the shi'ido
anthropologist mammon hoole. the work was published
during the rule of the new republic by a publisher on the
planet coruscant.[1]
behind the scenes[]
hoole's book is the in-universe equivalent to the realworld book the essential guide to alien species, which
was written by ann margaret lewis and published by del
rey in 2001.[1]
sources[]
the essential guide to alien species (first
mentioned)
notes and references[]
1. ? 1.0 1.1 the essential guide to alien species
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